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Abstract
In this paper we describe the form of those continuous multiplicative maps on B.H/
(H being a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension not less than 3) which preserve
the rank, or the corank. Furthermore, we characterize those continuous -semigroup endo-
morphisms of B.H/ which are spectrum non-increasing. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of linear preserver problems has a long history. In fact, it is one of
the most active research areas in matrix theory [10] (also see [3] for a survey on
linear preservers on operator algebras). In a recent paper [7] Hochwald started to
investigate multiplicative preserver problems. In his paper he described the form of
those multiplicative self-maps of a matrix algebra which preserve the spectrum (also
see [1] for a result concerning Banach algebras). As a natural generalization, he also
raised the question of spectrum-preserving multiplicative maps on operator algebras
even under the possible additional condition of surjectivity. However, taking into ac-
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count Martindale’s purely algebraic result [11, First Corollary], it follows that in the
case of many operator algebrasA (for example, if A is a standard operator algebra
on a Banach space of dimension at least 2, i.e., a subalgebra of the whole operator
algebra which contains the ideal of all finite-rank operators), every multiplicative
transformation onA which maps onto an arbitrary algebra is automatically additive.
Since additivity is not so far from linearity, it seems a much more exciting problem
to try to attack the problem if surjectivity is not assumed.
In the present paper we consider those multiplicative preservers on the operator al-
gebra B.H/ which are the natural analogues of the most ‘popular’ linear preservers,
that is, we try to describe the form of those multiplicative maps which preserve the
rank, or the spectrum. Our main tool on the way to obtain our results is the extensive
theory of measures on lattices of projections of operator algebras.
Let us fix the notation and the concepts that we shall use throughout. Let H be
a Hilbert space. Denote by B.H/ the algebra of all bounded linear operators on
H. An operator P 2 B.H/ is called an idempotent if P 2 D P . Two idempotents
P;Q 2 B.H/ are said to be orthogonal if PQ D QP D 0. We denote P 6 Q if
PQ D QP D P . Any self-adjoint idempotent in B.H/ is called a projection. The
set of all projections in B.H/ is denoted by P.H/. The notation P1.H/ stands for
the set of all rank-one projections on H. The ideal of all finite-rank elements in B.H/
is denoted by F.H/. If x; y 2 H , then the operator x ⊗ y is defined by
.x ⊗ y/.z/ D hz; yix .z 2 H/:
Clearly, every rank-one operator A is of the formA D x ⊗ y. Moreover, the rank-
one projections are exactly the operators of the form x ⊗ x, where x is a unit vector.
A linear map  VA ! B between the algebras A and B is called a Jordan
homomorphism if .x/2 D .x2/ holds for every x 2A. Obviously, every homo-
morphism is a Jordan homomorphism and this is the case with every antihomo-
morphism as well, that is, with every linear map  VA ! B for which  .xy/ D
 .y/ .x/ .x; y 2A/.
2. Statement of the results
In what follows let H be a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension at least 3.
Our first result describes the form of the continuous multiplicative rank-preservers
on P.H/. We emphasize that here we assign rank only to the elements of F.H/.
Theorem 1. Let  V P.H/ ! B.H/ be a continuous multiplicative map which
preserves the rank. Then  is of the form
.P / D T PS C 0.P / .P 2 P.H//; (1)
where T ; S V H ! H are either both bounded linear operators or both bounded
conjugate-linear operators such that ST D I; 0 V P.H/ ! B.H/ is a continu-
ous multiplicative map which vanishes on the set of all finite-rank projections and
T PS0.Q/ D 0.Q/T PS D 0.P;Q 2 P.H//.
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Remark 1. To see that the ‘singular’ part 0 can really appear in (1) suppose that
HDH H (i.e., H is infinite dimensional) and define a continuous multiplicative
map  V P.H/ ! B.H/ by
.P / D
8>>>><>>>>:

P 0
0 0

if the corank of P is infinite;

P 0
0 I

if the corank of P is finite:
The description of continuous multiplicative rank-preservers on B.H/ reads as
follows.
Theorem 2. Let  V B.H/ ! B.H/ be a continuous multiplicative map which
preserves the rank. Then  is of the form
.A/ D TAS .A 2 B.H//; (2)
where T ; S V H ! H are either both bounded linear operators or both bounded
conjugate-linear operators and ST=I.
In the following result we describe the form of the continuous multiplicative maps
on B.H/ which preserve the corank. There are (at least) two possible definitions
of the corank of an operator A 2 B.H/. Let n be a non-negative integer. The first
possibility is as follows. We say that the operator A 2 B.H/ has corank n if the
algebraic dimension of the quotient space H/rng A is n-dimensional. The second
possibility is when we say that A has corank n if the Hilbert dimension of rng A? is
n. We shall see in the proof of our next result that we have the same description in
both cases. In relation to the following theorem we also refer to [6, Theorem 3] and
[13, Theorem 2].
Theorem 3. Let  V B.H/ ! B.H/ be a continuous multiplicative map which
preserves the corank. Then  is of the form
.A/ D TAT −1 .A 2 B.H//; (3)
where T V H ! H is either a bounded linear operator or a bounded conjugate-
linear operator. In particular,  is either a linear or a conjugate-linear algebra
automorphism of B(H).
Finally, we consider multiplicative maps  on B.H/ that are spectrum
non-increasing which means that ..A//  .A/ every A 2 B.H/.
Theorem 4. Let  V B.H/ ! B.H/ be a continuous -semigroup homomorphism
(that is, a multiplicative map with the property that .A/ D .A/ .A 2 B.H///.
If  is spectrum non-increasing, then  is a linear -endomorphism of B.H/. More
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precisely, there are linear isometries Un V H ! H .n D 1; : : :/ with pairwise or-
thogonal ranges which generate H such that  is of the form
.A/ D
X
n
UnAU

n .A 2 B.H//: (4)
Notice that it is an obvious byproduct of the foregoing theorem that the spectrum
non-increasing maps appearing there are necessarily spectrum preserving.
We remark that the form of our preservers in the low-dimensional cases (i.e., when
dimH 6 2) can be easily deduced from the result of Šemrl in [14] where the general
form of the multiplicative self-maps of a matrix algebra is given.
3. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is very simple. First extend  to a linear
map on F.H/ (this will be denoted by Q ) which preserves the rank and then apply
a result on the form of linear rank-preservers. So, the idea is obvious but we have to
work hard to reach the desired conclusion.
Let P1; : : : ; Pn be pairwise orthogonal rank-one projections. Let P D P1 C    C
Pn. By the properties of ; .P1/; : : : ; .Pn/ are pairwise orthogonal rank-one idem-
potents and .P / is a rank-n idempotent. Since we have
.P1/C   C .Pn/ D .P /.P1/C    C .P /.Pn/
D.P /..P1/C    C .Pn//
and
.P1/C   C .Pn/ D .P1/.P /C    C .Pn/.P /
D..P1/C    C .Pn//.P /;
it follows that .P1/C    C .Pn/ 6 .P /. But the idempotents on both sides of
the latter inequality have rank n which implies that
.P1/C    C .Pn/ D .P /: (5)
Let Hd denote an arbitrary d-dimensional subspace of H. Consider the natural
embedding B.Hd/ ,! B.H/ and for any h 2 H let h be defined by h.P / D
h.P /h; hi. Taking (5) into account we easily obtain that h is a measure on P.Hd/.
We assert that  is bounded on P1.Hd/. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that there
is a sequence .xk/ of unit vectors in Hd such that k.xk ⊗ xk/k ! 1. Since Hd
is finite dimensional, .xk/ has a convergent subsequence. We can assume without
any loss of generality that this subsequence is the original sequence .xk/. Let x D
limk xk . Then x 2 Hd is a unit vector and by the continuity of  we have k.x ⊗
x/k D 1 which is an obvious contradiction. So, for any h 2 H; h is a so-called
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P1-bounded measure on P.Hd/. By Gleason’s theorem [5, Theorem 3.2.16.] this
implies that, in case d > 3, there exists a linear operator Th on Hd such that
h.P / D tr ThP .P 2 P.Hd//: (6)
Our aim now is to extend  to a linear transformation of F.H/. Let x1; : : : ; xn 2
H be unit vectors (the pairwise orthogonality of the xi’s is not assumed) and let
1; : : : ; n be real numbers. Define
 
 X
k
kxk ⊗ xk
!
D
X
k
k .xk ⊗ xk/ : (7)
We have to check that  is well-defined. To see this, let y1; : : : ; yn 2 H be unit
vectors and 1; : : : ; n 2 R such thatX
k
kxk ⊗ xk D
X
k
kyk ⊗ yk:
Let Hd be a finite dimensional subspace of H of dimension d > 3 which contains
x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn. Let h 2 H be any vector. Let Th denote the linear operator
on Hd corresponding to h(see (6)). We compute*X
k
k .xk ⊗ xk/ h; h
+
D
X
k
kh .xk ⊗ xk/
D tr Th
 X
k
kxk ⊗ xk
!
D tr Th
 X
k
kyk ⊗ yk
!
D
X
kh .yk ⊗ yk/ D
DX
k .yk ⊗ yk/ h; h
E
:
Since this holds true for every h 2 H , we obtain that  is well-defined. The
definition (7) now clearly implies that  is a real-linear operator on the set of all
self-adjoint finite-rank operators. Clearly,  sends projections to idempotents. It is
now a standard argument to verify that the extension Q V F.H/ ! B.H/ of  
defined by
Q .AC iB/ D  .A/C i .B/
for any self-adjoint operators A;B 2 F.H/ is a Jordan homomorphism of F.H/.
See, for example, the proof of [12, Theorem 2].
Since F.H/ is a locally matrix ring, it follows from a celebrated result of Jacobson
and Rickart [9, Theorem 8] that Q can be written as Q D  1 C  2, where  1 is
a homomorphism and  2 is an antihomomorphism. Let P be a rank-one projec-
tion. Since Q .P/ D .P / is also rank-one, we obtain that one of the idempotents
 1.P /; 2.P / is zero. Since F.H/ is a simple ring, it is now easy to see that this
implies that either  1 or  2 is identically zero, that is , Q is either a homomorphism
or an antihomomorphism of F.H/. In what follows we can assume without loss of
generality that Q is a homomorphism.
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We show that Q preserves the rank. Let A be a rank-n operator. Then there is
a rank-n projection P such that PA D A. Thus, Q .A/ D Q .P/ Q .A/ D .P / Q .A/
which proves that Q .A/ is of rank at most n. If Q is any rank-n projection, then
there are finite-rank operators U;V such that Q D UAV . Since .Q/ D Q .Q/ D
Q .U/ Q .A/ Q .V / and the rank of .Q/ is n, it follows that the rank of Q .A/ is at
least n. Therefore, Q is rank-preserving. We now refer to Hou’s work [8]. It follows
from the argument leading to [8, Theorem 1.2] (which is in fact a standard ‘preserver-
argument’ already) that there are linear operators T ; S on H such that Q is of the
form
Q .x ⊗ y/ D .T x/⊗ .Sy/ .x; y 2 H/ (8)
(recall that we have assumed that Q is homomorphism). We claim that T ; S are
bounded. This will follow from the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let T ; S 6D 0 be linear operators on H with the property that the map
x 7! .T x/⊗ .Sx/ is continuous on the unit ball of H. Then T ; S are bounded.
Proof. If xn ! x and x =D 0, then we have
xn
kxnk !
x
kxk :
This implies that
.T xn/⊗ .Sxn/
kxnk2 !
.T x/⊗ .Sx/
kxk2
which yields
.T xn/⊗ .Sxn/ ! .T x/⊗ .Sx/:
Consequently, the map x 7! .T x/⊗ .Sx/ is continuous at any point different
from 0. Now, let xn ! 0 and pick a non-zero vector y 2 H for which Sy =D 0.
Using the polarization identity
.T xn/⊗ .Sy/D 14 fT .xn C y/⊗ S.xn C y/− T .xn − y/⊗ S.xn − y/C iT .xn C iy/⊗ S.xn C iy/− iT .xn − iy/⊗ S.xn − iy/g ;
we see that .T xn/⊗ .Sy/ ! 0 which gives us that T is continuous at 0, that is, T is
bounded. The boundedness of S is now obvious. 
To continue the proof of Theorem 1, we infer from (8) hT x; Sxi D hx; xi for
every unit vector x 2 H ( sends rank-one projections to idempotents). Clearly, this
implies that hT x; Syi D hx; yi.x; y 2 H/. Consequently ST D I . We have .P / D
T PS for every rank-one projection P 2 P.H/. By the additivity property of 
appearing in (5), it follows that .P / D T PS holds true for every finite-rank pro-
jection P as well.
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Denote Q D T S. Clearly, Q2 D T ST S D T IS D Q. Let P be an arbitrary
projection. Choose a monotone increasing sequence .Pn/ of finite-rank projections
which weakly converges to I. We compute
.P /QD.P /w− limnT PnS D w− limn.P /T PnS
Dw− limn.P /.Pn/ D w− limn Q .PPn/
Dw− limnT PPnS D T PS (9)
and
Q.P/D(w− limnT PnS .P / D w− limn (T PnS.P /
Dw− limn.Pn/.P / D w− limn Q .PnP/
Dw− limnT PnPS D T PS: (10)
So, Q is an idempotent commuting with the range of . Therefore,  can be
written as
.P / D .P /Q C .P /.I −Q/;
where the maps 1 V P 7! .P /Q and 2 V P 7! .P /.I −Q/ are multiplicative.
We see that 1.P / D T PS.P 2 P.H// and thus 2 vanishes on the set of all finite-
rank projections. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If we consider  only on P.H/, then by Theorem 1 it follows
that
.P / D T PS (11)
for every finite-rank projection P, where T, S are either both bounded linear operators
or both bounded conjugate-linear operators with ST D I . In what follows we can
suppose without loss of generality that T, S are linear.
Let A 2 B.H/ be a rank-one operator. Then there is another rank-one operator R
such that A D ARA. Since  preserves the rank, it follows from the equality
.A/ D .A/.R/.A/
that .A/=fA./.A/ with some scalar function fA. If B is a rank-one operator
with BA =D 0 and fB is the scalar function corresponding to B, then we have
fA./.B/.A/ D .B/.A/ D .B/.A/ D fB./.B/.A/
which implies that fA./ D fB./. 2 C/. If C is a rank-one operator and CA D 0,
then we can choose a rank-one operator B such thatCB =D 0 and BA =D 0. This gives
us that fC =fB = fA. Therefore, the scalar function fA does not depend on the rank-
one operator A. In what follows this function will be denoted by f. It follows from
the equality
f ./.A/ D .A/ D f ./.A/ D f ./f ./.A/
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that f is a continuous multiplicative function. We show that it is additive as well.
Let x; y 2 H be orthogonal unit vectors. Since  is additive on the set of finite-rank
projections, we compute
..x C y/⊗ y/D.x ⊗ x C y ⊗ y/..x C y/⊗ y/
D..x ⊗ x/C .y ⊗ y//..x C y/⊗ y/
D.x ⊗ x/..x C y/⊗ y/
C.y ⊗ y/..x C y/⊗ y/
D.x ⊗ y/C .y ⊗ y/
Df ./.x ⊗ y/C f ./.y ⊗ y/:
Multiplying by .x ⊗ .x C y// from the left we can compute
f .C /.x ⊗ y/D.. C /.x ⊗ y// D ..x ⊗ .x C y//.x C y/⊗ y/
D.x ⊗ .x C y//..x C y/⊗ y/
D.x ⊗ .x C y//.f ./.x ⊗ y/C f ./.y ⊗ y//
Df ./..x ⊗ .x C y//.x ⊗ y//
Cf ./..x ⊗ .x C y//.y ⊗ y//
Df ./.x ⊗ y/C f ./.x ⊗ y/:
It follows that f .C / D f ./C f ./, that is, f is additive. Therefore, f is
a continuous ring endomorphism of C with f .1/ D 1. It is well-known that this
implies that f is either the identity or the conjugation on C. We show that in our
case f is the identity. Suppose on the contrary that f ./ D N. 2 C/. Let x; y be
non-orthogonal unit vectors. Since ST D I , we compute
hx; yi.x ⊗ y/D.hy; xix ⊗ y/ D .x ⊗ x  y ⊗ y/ D .x ⊗ x/.y ⊗ y/
DT x ⊗ Sx  Ty ⊗ Sy D hTy; SxiT x ⊗ Sy
Dhy; xiT x ⊗ Sy:
So, we have
.x ⊗ y/ D hy; xihx; yiT x ⊗ S
y: (12)
Now, let x; y; u; v be unit vectors for which hx; yi; hx; vi; hu; vi =D 0. We then
have
.x ⊗ y/.u⊗ v/D hy; xihx; yiT x ⊗ S
y  hv; uihu; viT u⊗ S
v
D hy; xihx; yi
hv; ui
hu; vi hu; yiT x ⊗ S
v:
On the other hand,
.x ⊗ y  u⊗ v/D.hu; yix ⊗ v/ D hy; ui.x ⊗ v/
Dhy; ui hv; xihx; viT x ⊗ S
v:
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Comparing these two equalities we arrive at
hy; xihu; yihv; uihx; vi D hx; yihy; uihu; vihv; xi:
Since this equality obviously does not hold true for every possible choice of
x; y; u; v 2 H , we obtain that f is really the identity.
Now, the same argument that has led to (12) shows that
.x ⊗ y/ D T x ⊗ Sy
if x; y 2 H are non-orthogonal unit vectors. If x; y are orthogonal, then choosing a
unit vector z 2 H such that hx; zi =D 0 and hz; yi =D 0 we have
.x ⊗ y/D.x ⊗ z/.z⊗ y/ D T x ⊗ Sz  T z⊗ Sy
DhT z; SziT x ⊗ Sy D hz; ziT x ⊗ Sy
DT x ⊗ Sy:
Since f is the identity, we thus obtain .A/ D T AS for every rank-one operator
A. If A 2 F.H/ and P is a finite-rank projection such that A D PA and P1; : : : ; Pn
are pairwise orthogonal rank-one projections such that P D P1 C    C Pn, then it
follows that
.A/D.PA/ D .P /.A/ D
X
i
.Pi/.A/ D
X
i
.PiA/
D
X
i
T .PiA/S D TAS:
Similarly as in (9),(10) in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that the operator Q D
T S is an idempotent commuting with the range of  and .A/Q D TAS.A 2 B.H//.
Therefore,  can be written as
.A/ D .A/QC .A/.I −Q/;
where the maps 1 V A 7! .A/Q and 2 V A 7! .A/.I −Q/ are multiplicative
and 2 vanishes on the set of all finite-rank operators. We claim that 2 is identically
0. Indeed, if 2 is not zero, then 2.I/ =D 0. If P is a projection of infinite-rank, then
due to the fact that in that case there is a coisometry U such that UPU D I , it
follows that 2.P / =D 0. Choosing an uncountable set of infinite-rank projections in
B.H/ with the property that the product of any two of them has finite-rank (see the
first part of the proof of [12, Theorem 1]) and taking the values of those projections
under 2, we would obtain uncountably many pairwise orthogonal non-zero idem-
potents in B.H/ which contradicts the separability of H. This shows that 2 D 0. So,
.A/ D .A/Q D TAS for every A 2 B.H/. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove that  preserves the rank of projections. First sup-
pose that .P / D 0 for every finite-rank projection P 2 B.H/. Since .I/ D I , just
as in the Proof of Theorem 2 we see that .P / =D 0 for every infinite-rank projection
P and then we arrive at a contradiction in the same way as there. So, let n be the
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smallest positive integer with the property that .P / =D 0 whenever P 2 P.H/ is of
rank n (observe that by the multiplicativity of , we have rank .Q/ D rank .Q0/
if rank Q D rank Q0/. We claim that the rank of .P / is 1 for every such P. Indeed,
let Q be a rank-one projection and P be a rank-n projection such that .I −Q/P D
P.I −Q/ is of rank n− 1. Then .I −Q/ and .P / are orthogonal and we have
.I −Q/C .P / 6 I . Since the corank of .I −Q/ is 1, this gives us that the
rank of .P / is 1. We show that rank P D 1. Suppose on the contrary that rank
P D n > 1. Let P 6 R be a projection of rank nC 1. Similarly as just before,
we can verify that the rank of .R/ is at most 2. On the other hand there are
rank-n projections P1; : : : ; PnC1 6 R such that the product of any two of them is
a rank-(n− 1) projection. Consequently, .P1/; : : : ; .PnC1/ are orthogonal and
.P1/C    C .PnC1/ 6 .R/. Therefore, we have nC 1 6 2. This gives us that
n D 1 and hence  sends rank-one projections to rank-one idempotents.
Let now P be a rank-n projection. Since .I − P/; .P / are orthogonal idem-
potents and .I − P/ has corank n, we obtain that .P / has rank at most n. Now,
if P1; : : : ; Pn are pairwise orthogonal rank-1 projections, then like in the proof of
Theorem 1 we see that
.P1/C    C .Pn/ 6 .P1 C    C Pn/:
Since the idempotent appearing on the left-hand side of this inequality has rank n
and the idempotent on the right-hand side has rank at most n, we infer that
.P1/C    C .Pn/ D .P1 C    C Pn/:
Therefore,  preserves the rank of projections. Similarly to the argument in the
Proof of Theorem 1 before Lemma 1 we get that  is rank-preserving. By Theorem
2 we have the form (2) of . Since .I/ D I , we also obtain T S D I . 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let  2 C. By the properties of ; .I/ is a normal operator
whose spectrum does not contain any scalar different from . Therefore, .I/ D
I . This gives us that  is homogenous.
We prove that for any orthogonal projection,P;Q we have .P CQ/ D .P /C
.Q/. Let P;Q be of infinite-rank such that P CQ D I . Pick a scalar 0 <  < 1.
We have ..P C Q//  f1; g. We distinguish three cases. First, suppose that
..P C Q// D f1g. Since  preserves normality, this yields .P C Q/ D I .
Taking powers, we obtain
.P C nQ/ D ..P C Q//n D I .n 2 N/:
Using the continuity of  we have .P / D I . Since .P / C .Q/ 6 I , we get
.Q/ D 0. On the other hand, P;Q are equivalent projections and it follows that
.P / D 0 which is a contradiction. Next suppose that ..P C Q// D fg: Then
we have .P C Q/ D I . Taking powers again, we have
.P C nQ/ D ..P C Q//n D nI ! 0 .n 2 N/:
Thus, we infer .P / D 0 which gives us that .I/ D 0, a contradiction. Con-
sequently, we have ..P C Q// D f1; g. This implies that .P C Q/ D P 0 C
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Q0, where P 0;Q0 are non-zero projections such that P 0 CQ0 D I . We show that in
this case .P C Q/ D P 0 C Q0 holds for every 0 <  < 1. By what we have just
proved, for an arbitrary 0 <  < 1 we can write .P C Q/ as
.P C Q/ D P 00 C Q00;
where P 00;Q00 are orthogonal non-zero projections with P 00 CQ00 D I . Since 
clearly preserves the commutativity, we get that P 0 C Q0 and P 00 C Q00 com-
mute. Referring to the spectral theorem we obtain that P 0;Q0; P 00;Q00 are pairwise
commuting. Furthermore, since
.P C Q/.P C Q/ D .P C Q/;
it follows that .P 0 C Q0/.P 00 C Q00/ is of the form P 000 C Q000. Because of the
equality
.P 0 C Q0/.P 00 C Q00/ D P 0P 00 C P 0Q00 C Q0P 00 C Q0Q00
and the fact that the spectrum of .P C Q/ is f1; g we obtain that P 0Q00 D
Q0P 00 D 0. Therefore, P 0 6 P 00 and Q0 6 Q00. Since P 0 CQ0 D P 00 CQ00 D I , it
follows that P 0 D P 00 and Q0 D Q00. So, we have
.P C Q/ D P 0 C Q0
for every 0 <  < 1. Sending  to 0, we get .P / D P 0. Since .I/ D I;  pre-
serves the inverse operation. This yields that
.P C .1=/Q/ D P 0 C .1=/Q0:
By the homogenity of  we infer that
.P CQ/ D P 0 CQ0:
If  ! 0, we arrive at .Q/ D Q0. Consequently, we have
.P / C .Q/ D I: (13)
If R;R0 are projection such that R 6 P and R0 6 Q, then multiplying (13) by
.R C R0/ we arrive at
.R/C .R0/ D .R C R0/: (14)
Therefore, we have (14) whenever R;R0 are orthogonal, either both infinite- or
both finite-rank projections. If R is of finite-rank and R0 is of infinite-rank, then we
can write R0 D P CQ, where P;Q are orthogonal and they are of infinite-ranks.
The argument leading to (14) gives us that .R0/ D .P /C .Q/ and .R C P/ D
.R/C .P /. We then have
.R C R0/D.R C P CQ/ D .R C P/C .Q/ D .R/ C .P /C .Q/
D.R/ C .R0/:
Hence,  is additive on the set of all projections. Since  sends projections to
projections,  is bounded on P.H/. By a deep result due to Bunce and Wright [4,
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Theorem A] it follows that jP.H/ can be extended to a bounded linear transforma-
tion  on B.H/. Since  sends projections to projections and  is continuous, it is
a standard argument to verify that  is a Jordan *-homomorphism (once again, see
the proof of [12, Theorem 2]).
We next refer to the proof of [2, Theorem 3]. Similarly to the argument followed
there, we obtain that there is a central projection Q in theC-algebra generated by the
range of  such that  1.:/ D  .:/Q is a *-homomorphism and  2.:/ D  .:/.I −
Q/ is a -antihomomorphism. This gives us that  is the direct sum of the maps
 1 V A 7!
X
n
UnAU

n (15)
and
 2 V A 7!
X
n
VnA
trV n ;
where Un; Vn V H ! H are isometries with pairwise orthogonal ranges and tr
denotes the transpose with respect to a fixed orthonormal basis in H.
Consequently,  can be represented as
 .A/ D
2666666664
A 0    0 0   
0 A    0 0   
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
0 0    Atr 0   
0 0    0 Atr   
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
3777777775
: (16)
We show that the *-antihomomorphic part of  is in fact missing, and hence  
is a *-homomorphism. Let P1; : : : ; Pn be pairwise orthogonal projections and let
1; : : : ; n be scalars. We compute

 X
i
iPi
!
D
  X
i
iPi
! X
i
Pi
!!
D
 X
i
iPi
!

 X
i
Pi
!
D 
 X
i
iPi
!X
i
.Pi/
D
X
k

 X
i
iPi
!
.Pk/ D
X
k

  X
i
iPi
!
Pk
!
D
X
k
.kPk/ D
X
k
k.Pk/ D  
 X
k
kPk
!
:
By the continuity of ,  and the spectral theorem we get that .N/ D  .N/
holds for every normal operator N 2 B.H/. Suppose that tr do appear in (16). If
S1; : : : ; Sn are self-adjoint operators such that N D S1  : : :  Sn is normal, then by
the multiplicativity of  we have
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N tr D Str1  : : :  Strn D .Sn  : : :  S1/tr D Ntr
which yields that N D N. Let x; y be orthogonal unit vectors and S1 D x ⊗ y C
y ⊗ x; S2 D x ⊗ x − y ⊗ y. It is trivial to check that N D S1S2 is normal but not
self-adjoint. Therefore, we obtain that  2 D 0, that is,  is a -homomorphism. It
is easy to see that every rank-one operator is the scalar multiple of the product of at
most three rank-one projections. This gives us that and  coincide on the rank-one
operators. To complete the proof, let A 2 B.H/ be arbitrary. Choose a maximal set
.Pn/ of pairwise orthogonal rank-one projections in B.H/. We compute
.A/D.A/.I/ D .A/ .I/ D .A/
X
n
 .Pn/ D .A/
X
n
.Pn/
D
X
n
.A/.Pn/ D
X
n
.APn/ D
X
n
 .APn/ D  .A/;
where we have used the weak continuity of  which clearly holds by (15). Finally,
since .I/ D I , we have Pn UnUn D 1. This completes the proof. 
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